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ABSTRACT

Cys2His2 zinc fingers (C2H2-ZFs) comprise the
largest class of metazoan DNA-binding domains.
Despite this domain’s well-defined DNA-recognition
interface, and its successful use in the design of
chimeric proteins capable of targeting genomic re-
gions of interest, much remains unknown about its
DNA-binding landscape. To help bridge this gap in
fundamental knowledge and to provide a resource for
design-oriented applications, we screened large syn-
thetic protein libraries to select binding C2H2-ZF do-
mains for each possible three base pair target. The re-
sulting data consist of >160 000 unique domain–DNA
interactions and comprise the most comprehensive
investigation of C2H2-ZF DNA-binding interactions
to date. An integrated analysis of these indepen-
dent screens yielded DNA-binding profiles for tens of
thousands of domains and led to the successful de-
sign and prediction of C2H2-ZF DNA-binding speci-
ficities. Computational analyses uncovered impor-
tant aspects of C2H2-ZF domain–DNA interactions,
including the roles of within-finger context and do-
main position on base recognition. We observed the
existence of numerous distinct binding strategies for
each possible three base pair target and an apparent
balance between affinity and specificity of binding.
In sum, our comprehensive data help elucidate the
complex binding landscape of C2H2-ZF domains and
provide a foundation for efforts to determine, predict
and engineer their DNA-binding specificities.

INTRODUCTION

The Cys2His2 zinc finger (C2H2-ZF) is the most frequently
occurring DNA-binding domain in metazoan proteins, and
is found in nearly half of human transcription factors (1,2).
C2H2-ZF proteins have been implicated in a wide range of
biological processes, including development (3), recombina-
tion (4) and chromatin regulation (5). Thus, a thorough un-
derstanding of how C2H2-ZF proteins specify their DNA-
binding sites would be invaluable in mapping regulatory
networks across a broad spectrum of eukaryotes.

An individual C2H2-ZF domain contains a well-
conserved DNA-binding structural interface and specifi-
cally recognizes its DNA target via amino acids occupy-
ing four key ‘canonical’ positions of an alpha-helix (6–9).
C2H2-ZF proteins that bind DNA typically do so via tan-
dem arrays of multiple, closely linked C2H2-ZF domains.
An individual finger binds a contiguous three-nucleotide
subsequence, 3′ to 5′, along with a potential fourth, cross-
strand contact that overlaps the target of the N-terminal ad-
jacent finger (Figure 1A). Unlike other structural classes of
DNA-binding domains that typically offer a limited range
of specificities, C2H2-ZF domains can specify a wide range
of three base pair (3bp) targets (10–15).

Due to the combination of largely modular binding and
the wide range of DNA-binding specificities achievable via
individual domains, C2H2-ZF arrays can, in theory, spec-
ify virtually any DNA site of interest. As such, C2H2-ZF
domains serve as an attractive, general-purpose scaffold for
engineering DNA-binding specificity. Indeed, efforts from
the protein design community have resulted in chimeric
proteins that use C2H2-ZF domains to target specific ge-
nomic locations at which to carry out particular functions.
Such technology has enabled modification of transcrip-
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Figure 1. Schematic of bacterial one-hybrid protein selections. (A) Schematic of F2 (top) and F3 (bottom) protein selections. Individual C2H2-ZF domains
are selected in the context of a protein containing an array of three domains. The fixed C2H2-ZF domains are shown as solid colors while the variable
C2H2-ZF domain is shown as a rainbow. Primary contacts with the bases are shown with arrows. The individual selections place a unique 3bp target in the
appropriate position, noted as yellow bases (b1, b2 and b3), to assay the interaction of the variable C2H2-ZF domain. Underneath, the bases of the primary
strand shown 5′ to 3′ are noted. Above each C2H2-ZF domain, the sequence of the recognition helix is shown N to C, with each variable position shown
as a red ‘X’. (B) Schematic of the C2H2-ZF selection. (Top) Proteins are expressed as a 3-fingered protein-direct fusion to the omega subunit of RNA
polymerase. C2H2-ZF domains are selected to bind the target sequence placed 10bp upstream of the promoter that drives the reporter genes, HIS3 and
URA3, as described in Supplemental Methods 1b. In the example shown, C2H2-ZF domains would be selected from the F3 library to bind the 5′-ACC-3′
(shown in green). (Bottom) Two plasmids, the protein expression vector (here shown from the F3 library) and the target reporter vector, are transformed
into the bacterial strain. Double transformants are plated on selective media. DNA is recovered from the cells and the region of the library vector that
codes for the variable region is sequenced. Enriched amino acid sequences are shown as a sequence logo.
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tional outputs (16,17) and chromatin (18,19), as well as pre-
cise genome editing when fused with nuclease or recombi-
nase domains (20–26).

Despite the importance of C2H2-ZF proteins for nat-
ural systems and their successful use in protein design,
our knowledge about their DNA-binding landscapes re-
mains surprisingly incomplete. Indeed, the binding speci-
ficities of most C2H2-ZFs within genomes are not known.
For example, in human, specificities are known for less
than a hundred of approximately 700 C2H2-ZF proteins
(15). In fruit fly, specificities have been successfully deter-
mined for only ∼20% of C2H2-ZF proteins, with 62% of
the tested C2H2-ZFs failing characterization in a recent
screen (10). Additionally, limited knowledge about context
dependent effects––either between C2H2-ZF domains ad-
jacent to one another within an array (27–29), among con-
tacts within a single finger-DNA interface, or simply due
to the position of a finger within an array (30)––has made
the process of selecting, engineering and assembling syn-
thetic C2H2-ZF proteins with desired DNA-binding speci-
ficities quite challenging (11,31). Further, while the well-
defined interaction interface of C2H2-ZF domains has en-
abled the development of computational methods for pre-
dicting their DNA-binding specificities (32–40), the perfor-
mances of these methods leave much room for improve-
ment. Thus, a better understanding of the determinants
of C2H2-ZF DNA-binding specificity would both enable
highly reliable predictions of natural transcription factor
binding sites and facilitate the design of engineered proteins
with de novo binding specificities.

In order to further our understanding of C2H2-ZF DNA
binding as well as to provide a resource for prediction, se-
lection and/or design-oriented applications, here we report
the results of screening all 64 possible 3bp targets for inter-
actions with C2H2-ZF domains from multiple large protein
libraries (41). This set of screens represents the most com-
prehensive and systematic survey of the C2H2-ZF DNA-
binding landscape to date. We uncover pools of hundreds
to thousands of C2H2-ZF domains capable of binding each
3bp target. Via cross-examination of these independent pro-
tein selections, we are able to simultaneously characterize
binding profiles for thousands of C2H2-ZF domains and
thus infer their quantitative DNA-binding specificities. For
a diverse subset of the selected fingers, we confirm that
these predicted specificities are highly concordant with ex-
perimentally determined specificities. We also demonstrate
that the binding behavior gleaned from our large synthetic
pools generalizes well to natural systems by adapting a sim-
ple nearest neighbor approach to accurately predict DNA-
binding specificities for naturally occurring C2H2-ZF pro-
teins. Furthermore, the diversity of our vast pools enables
us to choose test fingers highly specific for nearly every 3bp
target as well as to select three-finger combinations able to
specify several challenging 9bp DNA sequences that pro-
teins constructed via modular assembly failed to bind in
previous efforts (11,31).

Additional analyses presented here elucidate the complex
nature of C2H2-ZF DNA-binding landscapes. For exam-
ple, we observe finger-DNA interfaces that alternately ei-
ther confirm or defy previously proposed position-specific
amino acid-base recognition rules for C2H2-ZFs. We ex-

plore the important role of ‘within-finger’ context, demon-
strating that the same amino acid in a given contacting po-
sition of the recognition helix may specify up to all four dif-
ferent bases depending upon the context provided by the
amino acids occupying other key positions in that C2H2-
ZF domain. We also find that within-array domain posi-
tion plays an important role in influencing base recogni-
tion, even when the neighboring finger context is the same.
Lastly, we observe an apparent balance between affinity and
specificity in interactions between C2H2-ZFs and DNA.
Altogether, by developing an approach that integrates data
from independent protein selections across all possible tar-
gets, we provide a foundational blueprint for further large-
scale investigations of the DNA-binding specificity of this
important domain, as well as a valuable resource for pre-
dicting and designing DNA-binding specificity for C2H2-
ZFs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Overview of experimental approach

To systematically survey the DNA-binding landscape of the
C2H2-ZF domain, we used site-directed mutagenesis to as-
semble diverse C2H2-ZF protein libraries with six variable
amino acid positions (41), as guided by prior engineering ef-
forts (13,42–45) and the Zif268 structure (8). These libraries
allowed each of the 20 possible amino acids in the -1, 1, 2,
3, 5 and 6 positions in regard to the alpha-helix of either
the middle (F2) or C-terminal (F3) positions of a model
Zif268-based system (Figure 1A and Supplemental Meth-
ods 1a). The quality, diversity and uniformity of sampling
within these libraries have been validated (41). This exper-
imental system vastly expands the repertoire of C2H2-ZF
domains available for selection, as most previously reported
libraries either considered fewer randomized residue posi-
tions (27,28) or used a coding scheme that did not permit
all amino acids (29–30,46).

A comprehensive set of protein selections was performed,
wherein each of the 64 possible 3bp DNA targets was
screened against our expansive C2H2-ZF libraries using an
omega-based bacterial one-hybrid (B1H) system (12,21,47).
Specifically, a variable finger was expressed in either the
middle or C-terminal (F2 or F3) position of a three-
fingered protein where the adjacent, non-varying fingers
have known specificities (Supplemental Methods 1b). These
three-fingered proteins were expressed as fusions to the
omega subunit of RNA polymerase; omega acts as an ac-
tivation domain in this hybrid assay. For each selection, the
3bp site of interest was placed in a position relative to the
targets of these fixed ‘anchor’ fingers such that upon bind-
ing, the anchor fingers will situate the test finger in a posi-
tion in proximity to the desired target (Figure 1A). Only a
positive interaction between the test finger and the site of
interest will lead to an omega-guided recruitment of RNA
polymerase and activate the transcription of a necessary
HIS3 reporter gene (Figure 1B). Therefore, when these cells
are grown on minimal media that requires the activation
of HIS3 transcription, only a functional protein–DNA in-
teraction will lead to survival of the bacteria (Figure 1B).
To recover these positive protein–DNA interactions, cells
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from each selection were pooled, DNA harvested and their
C2H2-ZF constructs sequenced.

The affinity of a protein–DNA interaction has been
demonstrated to relate to growth rate in the B1H system,
and the level of affinity required to activate HIS3 can be
modulated by changing the concentration of 3-amino tria-
zole (3-AT, a competitive inhibitor of HIS3) in the selection
media (12,48–49). All of our protein selections were per-
formed at low (2-mM 3-AT) and high (10-mM 3-AT) levels
of the inhibitor, representing low and high stringency selec-
tions, respectively. The number of sequences recovered from
a given selection that correspond to a particular protein–
DNA interaction (which is proportional to the size of a
colony) and the recovery of that interaction at a given in-
hibitor concentration are both related to the affinity of the
interaction. We note that the B1H system does not directly
measure the affinity of particular protein–DNA interac-
tion. Indeed, for any particular colony, other factors be-
sides affinity and/or inhibitor concentration may influence
that colony’s growth rate. However, throughout this work
we assume that, across a population of interactions recov-
ered from a given selection, affinity of the protein–DNA in-
teraction is the primary determinant of growth rate.

Details of the bacterial one-hybrid selection procedures
have been described previously (12,47). Modification to
these procedures and details of the libraries used in this
manuscript can be found in Supplemental Methods 1a–f.
To characterize the DNA-binding specificity of a particular
(test) C2H2-ZF protein, the procedure is reversed, whereby
binding of the test C2H2-ZF to various sequences in a ran-
domized DNA library (Supplementary Figure S1A) leads
to activation of the HIS3 reporter (Supplementary Figure
S1B).

Building and selecting three-fingered C2H2-ZF libraries

The B1H system was also used to select three-fingered ar-
rays of C2H2-ZFs that specify particular 9bp DNA tar-
gets. These selections were performed, in principle, as previ-
ously demonstrated (13,21,42,50). Briefly, we used the pools
of fingers recovered from our individual zinc finger selec-
tions as polymerase chain reaction (PCR) templates to build
three-fingered C2H2-ZF libraries directed at binding par-
ticular 9bp targets. These 9bp targets were chosen based on
the observation that C2H2-ZF proteins built by modular
assembly had failed to bind them in two separate publica-
tions (11,31). For each 9bp target, a three-fingered ‘pool li-
brary’ was assembled.

To create pool libraries, individual zinc finger pools cor-
responding to each 3bp subsite of the 9bp target were used
as templates for PCR. For example, if targeting the se-
quence 5′-AAA-CCC-GGG-3′, the AAA, CCC and GGG
pools would be used as the PCR template for each finger
of the library. PCR primers were designed so that the re-
sulting PCR pools could then be assembled by overlapping
PCR into a three-fingered coding sequence of the order N-
terminus-poolGGG-poolCCC-poolAAA-C-terminus (zinc fin-
gers bind DNA anti-parallel to the 5′-3′ sequence of DNA).
This process ensures that each finger in the pools used as
templates for each position of the array has already shown
the ability to bind the desired 3bp subsite in the previously

performed individual-finger selections. Therefore, if we esti-
mate that each pool for a given 3bp subsite contains between
100 and 1000 C2H2-ZFs, each assembled library offers a
theoretical complexity of 106 to109 three-fingered combina-
tions from which to find compatible sets of zinc fingers that
are uniquely suited for the context offered by the desired
9bp target.

The final three-fingered PCR products were digested and
cloned into the B1H omega-based expression vector. The
9bp target of interest was placed 10bp upstream of the pro-
moter that drives HIS3 expression in the B1H system and
C2H2-ZF proteins were selected (as described above) from
the new corresponding three-fingered library. Cells were
harvested and their C2H2-ZF constructs were sequenced
to find enriched protein sequences. For each 9bp target, se-
quenced candidates that closely resembled the enriched con-
sensus of protein sequences were chosen and their specifici-
ties tested by B1H binding site selections as described above.

Affinity-related green fluorescent protein activation in yeast

Selected C2H2-ZFs of interest were screened for their abil-
ity to activate a green fluorescent protein (GFP) reporter in
yeast as previously described (17,41). Each C2H2-ZF was
cloned into the yeast genome to be expressed from an ACT1
promoter as a direct C2H2-ZF-estrogen receptor-VP16 fu-
sion (ZEV). Binding sites to be tested were cloned into a
minimal GAL1 promoter upstream of a GFP cassette on a
yeast centromere (CEN) plasmid containing a URA3 cas-
sette. These plasmids were then transformed into the appro-
priately constructed yeast strains in order to pair the de-
sired ZEV-binding site combination to test. In each experi-
ment, positive and negative controls (the original high affin-
ity Z3EV system paired with either its optimal target or an
empty vector, respectively) were also performed to control
for experimental error. Next, for each sample tested, trans-
port of the ZEV construct was induced with the addition of
100-nM β-estradiol and cultures were grown for 12 h.

The mean fluorescence of each sample was measured with
a BD LSRII Multi-Laser Analyzer with High Throughput
Sampler (BD Biosciences, Sparks, MD, USA). Mean fluo-
rescence values were determined from at least 50 000 cells.
Each C2H2-ZF-binding site pair was assayed in triplicate
and means were normalized to the positive control. Previ-
ous work has shown that normalized GFP expression can
be related to known levels of relative affinity (17,41). For
this, a key is provided in our figure of normalized GFP ex-
pression when Z3EV is paired with a suite of binding sites
that have known affinities relative to the Z3EV optimal tar-
get.

Processing, filtering and quality analysis of C2H2-ZF protein
selection data

Following each protein selection, C2H2-ZF constructs har-
vested from cells were Illumina sequenced. The base-2 log
of observed sequence counts were used to compute fre-
quency distributions (per selection and considering only
varied positions). Sequences with very low (<0.0001) fre-
quencies were removed from each distribution and the re-
sulting data were processed and filtered for quality accord-
ing to an entropy-based procedure as described previously
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(41). Additional details regarding the processing and filter-
ing of protein selection data are provided in Supplemental
Methods 2a. Various measures to ensure data quality and
consistency were taken, as described in the Results section
and further detailed in Supplemental Methods 2b.

Entropy and mutual information analysis of protein selections

For a given 3bp DNA target, we considered all protein se-
quences selected to bind it in the data set and computed,
for each amino acid in each variable position in the alpha-
helix (-1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6), the fraction of sequences in which
it was observed in that position. These were then used to
derive the Shannon entropy per position as −�i pi(log pi),
where pi is the fraction of distinct sequences with amino acid
i in the position under consideration. For both the entropy
and mutual information analyses, the frequency with which
each protein sequence is observed within a 3bp target was
ignored.

In order to examine the level of dependence between
particular residue positions of the alpha-helix and partic-
ular base positions of the bound 3bp DNA regions, we
performed a mutual information analysis. For each vari-
able amino acid position i, we computed its distribution of
amino acids Ai by calculating the fraction of times a spe-
cific amino acid was observed in this position across the
data set. Similarly, for each base position j, we computed
the distribution of bases Bj. We then computed the mu-
tual information, MI(Ai,Bj) = H(Ai) – H(Ai|Bj), where
H(X) is the Shannon entropy of the distribution of ran-
dom variable X, as described above. The mutual informa-
tion was then normalized to a value between 0 and 1 as S
= MI(Ai, Bj)/min(H(Ai), H(Bj)). Using this normaliza-
tion, if Ai and Bj are independent, S is zero, whereas if Ai is
a deterministic function of Bj, S is 1.

In order to assess the significance of the level of normal-
ized mutual information observed, we performed 1000 ran-
domization experiments. Specifically, for the set of observed
finger-DNA interfaces, we decoupled the interfaces by ran-
domly permuting the DNA targets with respect to the he-
lices that bound them. We then repeated our mutual infor-
mation analysis with respect to this set of random interfaces
and computed an empirical P-value based upon the fraction
of times the normalized mutual information was higher for
a pair in the randomized data than was observed in the ac-
tual data.

Core sequence representation of C2H2-ZF proteins

For each C2H2-ZF domain, we also consider its ‘core se-
quence’ representation, defined by the amino acids present
in the four canonical positions of the recognition helix (i.e.
-1, 2, 3 and 6). Because positions 1 and 5 can vary, each so-
called ‘core sequence’ can correspond to multiple C2H2-ZF
domains observed in our data set. Thus, when we refer to a
core sequence, we are referring to all of the sequences with
those amino acids occupying the -1, 2, 3 and 6 positions of
the C2H2-ZF domain. The frequency of a core sequence
within a specific data set (e.g., in a specific selection for un-
covering domains binding a particular 3bp target or across
all target selections in either F2 or F3) is defined to be the

sum of the frequencies of all full-length protein sequences
that share that core sequence representation.

Computing binding profiles for core sequences and computa-
tionally inferring DNA-binding specificities via lookup

For either the F2 or F3 protein selections, for each core se-
quence we considered the frequency with which it was found
in each of the 64 possible 3bp targets. For each core se-
quence, we then normalized these frequencies so that they
summed to 1 across the 64 3bp targets, and thereby ob-
tained a binding profile that represents a probability distri-
bution specifying the preference of a core sequence for each
3bp target. We denote this binding profile for a specific core
sequence as <bpAAA, bpAAC, . . . , bpTTT>. To predict the
DNA-binding specificity of a core sequence, we computed
the probability of each nucleotide n in position b1 as pn,1
= �i,j bpn,i,j. The predicted probabilities with which the nu-
cleotides occur in positions b2 and b3 were computed anal-
ogously. We refer to this method for predicting the DNA-
binding specificity for a core sequence as the ‘lookup’ pro-
cedure, as it is based upon finding the core sequence in ques-
tion across all of the protein selections. Finally, for several
analyses described below, each core sequence was assigned
to its most preferred 3bp target by choosing the nucleotide
in each position that has the highest inferred probability ac-
cording to this lookup procedure.

Processing binding site selection data

Illumina sequencing and analysis were used to uncover
binding site preferences selected by candidate C2H2-ZF
proteins via B1H selection. The data were filtered for qual-
ity, searched for enriched motifs and visualized via sequence
logos as described in our previous work (41). We provide
further details regarding the processing and filtering of
binding site selection data, motif finding, clustering and vi-
sualization in Supplemental Methods 2c.

Clustering C2H2-ZF domains within preferred targets

For the F2 and F3 protein selection data separately, we as-
signed each observed core sequence to the target for which
it had the highest preference, as computed via the lookup
procedure described above. For each 3bp target, we saw a
diverse group of core sequences assigned to it in either the
F2 or F3 selections. We obtained the full six amino acid
sequences, including positions –1,1,2,3,5 and 6, of the cor-
responding zinc fingers and clustered them into ‘specificity
groups’ of similar sequences that offer alternative binding
strategies for that particular 3bp target. In particular, each
3bp target was described as a graph with all observed six
amino acid sequences represented as nodes in the graph.
The similarity between two sequences was computed us-
ing the BLOSUM62 matrix (51) and normalized to be be-
tween 0 and 1. Two nodes were connected with an edge if the
similarity score between the two corresponding protein se-
quences exceeded 0.25. We used the network clustering pro-
gram SPICi (52) with a minimum cluster size of six. Finally,
for each cluster, we visualized the sequences within it via a
sequence logo (53).
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Nearest neighbor decomposition to predict C2H2-ZF binding
specificity

In order to extend the predictive scope of our data to arbi-
trary C2H2-ZF domains that may not share a core sequence
with any domain recovered in our screens, we adapted the
classic nearest neighbors approach. In a typical implemen-
tation of nearest neighbors prediction, given a core se-
quence C which is not contained in our data set, we would
look for all other core sequences in our data set that are
most sequence-similar to C and predict a specificity by com-
puting an average across the DNA-binding specificities of
all such neighbors. Our approach improves on this classic
paradigm by leveraging (i) prior structural knowledge about
which residue positions of the core sequence are known to
be most important for determining the base at a given posi-
tion (54) and (ii) information about which amino acids fre-
quently substitute for one another. Specifically, when pre-
dicting the base specificity at bi (i.e. preferences at base po-
sition i) for a core sequence C, we first hierarchically ranked
neighboring core sequences of C found in our data set with
respect to bi, and next took a weighted average across the
specificities inferred via the lookup method over the top 25
such neighbors.

Neighbors considered for use in predicting the specificity
at bi include all core sequences in our data set that are ex-
actly hamming distance 1 from C and share the same residue
as C in the amino acid position that is known to interact
with bi in the canonical structural binding model. For exam-
ple, when predicting the base at position b1, we do not con-
sider neighbors that vary from C in position a6. This leaves
us with (potentially) 57 hamming distance 1 neighbors to be
hierarchically ranked. The first level of the ranking hierar-
chy corresponds to the order in which we allow positions of
neighboring core sequences to vary with respect to C. This
ordering is chosen based upon previous structural analy-
sis (see Table 3 in (54)). That is, we always allow the core
sequence position with the least amount of structural evi-
dence for interacting with bi to vary first, the second least
second and so on. For example, when predicting b1, we first
look at core sequences that vary from C at position a-1, fol-
lowed by core sequences that vary at the position a2, and
finally core sequences that vary at position a3. For b2, the
order of variation is a2, a-1, a6, and for b3 the order of vari-
ation is a6, a3, a2. Multiple neighbors that vary in the same
position with respect to C are sub-ranked via scores derived
from a PAM30 matrix. Specifically, for a neighbor N of C,
the substitution score S = PAM30(N,C)/PAM30(C,C) is
computed, where PAM30(N,C) is simply the sum of values
from the PAM30 matrix for substituting sequence N for se-
quence C. Numerators of all such scores for a set of neigh-
bors are shifted positively so that the worst possible substi-
tution corresponds to a score of 0, and the exact match to
C, if present, receives the highest possible ranking.

Once neighbors for bi have been ranked according to the
above algorithm, for each of the top 25 neighbors for bi, the
specificities inferred from the lookup procedure are com-
puted and a weighted average is taken across the 25 neigh-
bor’s predicted specificities for position bi, with weights
corresponding to the aforementioned PAM30 substitution
scores. These steps are repeated separately for base positions

b1, b2 and b3 to obtain the complete predicted 3bp DNA-
binding specificity of core sequence C.

A web-form for predicting a C2H2-ZF domain’s bind-
ing specificity using the nearest neighbor decomposition ap-
proach is available at http://zf.princeton.edu/b1h/.

A database of naturally occurring C2H2-ZF DNA-binding
specificities

We previously gathered C2H2-ZF protein DNA-binding
specificities obtained from four resources including the JAS-
PAR database (55), the UniProbe database (56), a database
of human transcription factors (57) and the FlyFactorSur-
vey database (58), as described in (40). This database of
experimentally determined transcription factor specificities
was updated with ChIP-seq data collected by the ENCODE
project (59). After merging redundant protein sequences,
the combined data set contains 158 proteins. We used this
data set for comparing the performance of our nearest
neighbor decomposition method (NN) to the performances
of other state-of-the-art C2H2-ZF DNA-binding specificity
prediction methods. However, substantial overlap was ob-
served between proteins listed in this test data set and the
data used to train previously published prediction methods
(including those based on random forests (RFs) and sup-
port vector machines (SVMs) (39,40)). Overall, 104 out of
the 158 proteins in our test data set contain at least one in-
stance of a C2H2-ZF domain used in the training of at least
one of the SVM, RF or NN methods. Thus, we compared
performance of the three methods on the remaining 54 pro-
teins of the test data set. Additional details of the processing
of this test set, as well as prediction of DNA-binding speci-
ficities on the test set, are provided in Supplemental Meth-
ods 2d.

Evaluating the quality of C2H2-ZF DNA-binding specificity
predictions

After predicting the DNA-binding specificity of a given
C2H2-ZF (or an array of C2H2-ZFs), we evaluated agree-
ment between the predicted and experimentally determined
specificities. In the case where the correct alignment of the
experimental and predicted PWMs was known a priori (i.e.
when predicting specificity for a single domain and com-
paring it to a 3bp subsite selection), we compared pairs of
columns (base positions) of the aligned position weight ma-
trices (PWMs). We considered a base position to have been
correctly predicted if the Pearson correlation coefficient
(PCC) between the predicted and experimental columns of
nucleotide frequencies for that base position is at least 0.5.
When the correct alignment of the experimental and pre-
dicted PWMs was not known a priori (i.e. when predicting
specificity for naturally occurring C2H2-ZFs), we used a
previously published alignment technique, where alignment
scores are based on an information content corrected ver-
sion of the PCC (40). A more detailed description of our
evaluation pipeline is provided in Supplemental Methods
2e.
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RESULTS

Systematic screens uncover hundreds to thousands of C2H2-
ZFs binding each 3bp target

Each of the 64 possible 3bp DNA targets was screened for
interactions against an expansive set of C2H2-ZF libraries
that varied amino acids in the recognition helix of either F2
or F3 of a three-fingered array. After subsequent sequencing
and filtering of recovered C2H2-ZF domains, the resulting
data consist of a vast collection of DNA-binding interfaces
that arise from four primary data sets (i.e. corresponding to
protein selections in either F2 or F3 and at either low or high
stringency). Each filtered data set provides, for each 3bp tar-
get, a list of domains observed to interact with the corre-
sponding target, along with the frequency with which each
domain was observed in the sequencing data. We further
consider three combinations of these data sets: F2 union
and F3 union (each consisting of both the low and high
stringency data for F2 or F3, respectively), and the F2+F3
data set (consisting of all data across the four sets of selec-
tions). Together these data consist of ∼85 000 unique F2
protein–DNA interfaces and ∼88 000 unique F3 protein–
DNA interfaces (Figure 2A).

One reason for creating such large libraries and screen-
ing all possible targets was to systematically examine how
amino acids occupying various positions of a C2H2-ZF do-
main, even those not included in the structure-based canon-
ical binding model (6–8), might contribute to its DNA-
binding specificity. Analysis of our combined F2+F3 data
set shows that, within the set of fingers binding each tar-
get, the two variable amino acid positions not involved in
canonical contacts (positions 1 and 5) show significantly
greater variation than the other four positions (Figure 2B).
This provides large-scale confirmation that the -1, 2, 3 and
6 positions of the alpha-helix, as suggested by the canonical
model, are in fact the primary specificity-determining posi-
tions within C2H2-ZF domains. Therefore, in much of our
ensuing analysis, for each observed protein, we also con-
sider its core sequence representation, defined by only these
four specificity-determining positions of the recognition he-
lix.

We examined the diversity and reproducibility of the data
produced by our screens. In our combined F2+F3 data set,
each 3bp target was bound by hundreds to thousands of
unique proteins that can be represented by hundreds of
unique core sequences (Figure 2C). Within a single pro-
tein selection experiment for a DNA target, each core se-
quence represents on average ∼7 domains found in the fil-
tered data set, supporting the consistency with which each
core protein–DNA interface is observed. We further con-
firmed the reproducibility of our selections by calculat-
ing the weighted fraction of core sequences found at both
high and low stringency for each 3bp target (Supplemental
Methods 2b). We find excellent overlap for both the F2 and
F3 selections (Supplementary Figure S2).

We performed a mutual information analysis on the com-
bined F2+F3 data set to uncover the dependence between
amino acid positions of the C2H2-ZF domain and base po-
sitions of the 3bp targets. The results of this analysis high-
light the importance of the three within-finger canonical

contacts, along with an additional fourth contact (between
the amino acid at position 2 and the base at position 3 of
the 3bp target) that was recently proposed to be important
for intra-finger DNA-binding specificity (54) (Figure 2D).
Permutation testing reveals that all amino acid-nucleotide
position pairings have statistically significant normalized
mutual information (empirical P-values <0.001). Although
transitive correlations can confound such pairwise analyses,
this result suggests that all positions within the recognition
helix may, at least subtly, influence DNA-binding specificity
and that multiple amino acids likely contribute to the speci-
ficity at a single base in a within-finger context-dependent
manner.

C2H2-ZF domains exhibit a complex network of interactions
with 3bp targets

We performed a series of quantitative analyses to gain in-
sight into the overall trends present in C2H2-ZF DNA-
binding landscapes. First, to gain a global view of the set
of interactions present, we visualized our F2 data using
a network representation via Cytoscape (60) (Figure 3A).
Inspection of sub-networks (see, e.g. Figure 3B) revealed
that the more frequently observed core sequences tend to
be capable of binding multiple (usually sequence-related)
targets, while the less enriched core sequences tend to bind
only one unique 3bp target. In agreement with this obser-
vation, we found that in our combined F2+F3 data set,
the frequency with which a core sequence bound a particu-
lar 3bp target is positively correlated with the total num-
ber of 3bp targets bound by that core sequence (Supple-
mentary Figure S3). Since higher affinity sites yield more
rapid colony growth in the B1H system (48) and more re-
covered sequences, this correlation suggests that there is of-
ten a trade-off between affinity and specificity for C2H2-ZF
domains. We also found that targets that differ in only one
nucleotide exhibit extensive overlap in the core sequences
that bind them (Figure 3C, Supplementary Figure S4 and
Supplemental Methods 2b); this finding is consistent with
previous reports of off-target binding of engineered C2H2-
ZF proteins (12,21,61–62), and highlights the challenges in
engineering domains that do not bind targets similar to the
intended one.

Integration of comprehensive selections allows accurate infer-
ence and design of C2H2-ZF DNA-binding specificities

Our set of systematic screens allowed us to uncover the
binding preference for each selected finger across all 3bp
targets. In particular, for each core sequence, we aggregated
the frequencies with which it was found in each target se-
lection and then used these frequencies to construct a bind-
ing profile. This binding profile corresponds to a probability
distribution specifying the preference of a core sequence for
each 3bp target. We observed that core sequences found in
both high and low stringencies for either the F2 or F3 data
tend to have similar binding profiles (Supplementary Figure
S5 and Supplemental Methods 2b); this supports the consis-
tency of our selections and suggests that, in aggregate, these
selections can be used to infer binding specificities. Thus, for
each core sequence observed in F2 or F3, we predicted its
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Figure 2. Comprehensive protein selections across all 3bp targets. (A) The total numbers of distinct interfaces (i.e. protein-target pairs), proteins, core
interfaces (i.e. core sequence-target pairs) and core sequences are listed. These are further separated into sequences recovered per finger position (F2 or
F3) and stringency of selection (low or high). Three combinations of these primary data sets are also considered: F2 union, F3 union and the combined
F2+F3 data sets. (B) For each variable amino acid position of the selected proteins, we display a boxplot of the Shannon entropy of the distribution of
amino acids selected, computed individually across each of the 64 possible DNA targets in the F2+F3 data set. Shown are the median and the interquartile
range, with whiskers on the top and bottom representing the maximum and minimum data points within 1.5 times the interquartile range. The higher
entropy of the two amino acid positions not included in the canonical binding model (1 and 5) indicates that these positions are more variable than the
core positions of the recognition helix (-1,2,3,6) with respect to a particular 3bp DNA target and suggests that amino acids in these non-canonical positions
are less important for DNA-binding specificity. Entropy scores are significantly higher for positions 1 and 5 than for position 6, as judged by one-tailed
Mann–Whitney U-tests (P < 0.003, P < 2.2e-16, respectively). (C) The total number of distinct sequences recovered from protein selections for each 3bp
target, shown 5′ to 3′, for the combined F2+F3 data set. Blue is with respect to only the core positions of the C2H2-ZF domain, while blue plus gray is
with respect to all six varied amino acid positions. (D) The normalized mutual information between base and amino acid positions computed on the set
of distinct domain-DNA interfaces in the F2+F3 data set.

putative binding specificity by ‘looking up’ its constructed
binding profile and using this profile to weight each 3bp tar-
get; that is, a PWM was computed by taking a weighted av-
erage over the 3bp targets.

We tested the performance of this ‘lookup’ procedure for
inferring binding specificities for C2H2-ZF domains ob-
served in the selections. In particular, from among the set of
C2H2-ZFs observed in the F2 protein selections, we chose
166 with a range of predicted binding specificities and char-
acterized their specificities experimentally. Each of these
C2H2-ZF domains was tested as F2 in our three-fingered,
Zif268-based system (Supplemental Methods 1c and 1d).

Briefly, for each test finger, binding sites were selected from
a randomized 28bp library via the B1H assay ((12); Supple-
mentary Figure S1) and followed by deep sequencing and
motif finding (Supplemental Methods 2c).

Experimentally determined binding specificities exhib-
ited exceptional concordance with those computationally
inferred from the F2 selections: across the entire set of 166
C2H2-ZF domains, 83% of the computationally inferred
per-position base specificities match their experimentally
determined counterparts, as judged by a PCC between the
actual and predicted nucleotide distributions > = 0.5 (Sup-
plementary Figure S6). A wide spectrum of experimental
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Figure 3. Visualization of C2H2-ZF domain–DNA interactions. (A) The F2 union data set in a network representation. Each core sequence is shown as
a blue circle, with the size of the circle proportional to the frequency with which this sequence appeared across the data set. Each 3bp target is shown as
an orange hexagon, with a connection between a target and each core sequence that is bound to it. Core sequences that bound multiple targets are shown
on the inside of the circle. For visualization purposes, only core sequences that occur with frequencies greater than 1% are shown. The transparency level
of an edge between a core sequence and a 3bp target corresponds to the frequency with which that core sequence was observed in the selection for that
3bp target. (B) The induced sub-network consisting of the targets AAC, CAC, GAC and TAC, and the core sequences bound to them. (C) The frequency
weighted overlap (Supplemental Methods 2b) of the core sequences binding each pair of targets for the F2 union data set shown as a heat map, with
evident patterns illustrating higher levels of overlap between targets that differ by one nucleotide. A high-resolution version of this figure can be viewed in
the Supplementary Material online.
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binding specificities was obtained, including, for most 3bp
targets, at least one C2H2-ZF domain capable of binding
that target. Indeed, for ∼73% of the 64 targets, we observed
at least one tested domain whose most frequently observed
nucleotides match that target in all three base positions
(Figure 4, left logo of each table entry). Experimentally de-
termined specificities for this subset of domains are in ex-
cellent agreement with their computationally determined
counterparts (Figure 4, right logo of each table entry). Thus,
an integrative analysis of our separately performed large-
scale protein selections enabled the successful design and
prediction of individual C2H2-ZFs specific for most 3bp
targets.

To confirm C2H2-ZF specificities and determine affini-
ties outside of the B1H system, we screened a set of eight
C2H2-ZFs, representative of core sequences recovered in
the CAA and ATG selections, for their abilities to bind each
of a suite of targets (Figure 5) in an affinity-based reporter
system in yeast (17,41). We find that each C2H2-ZF tested
activates the suite of GFP reporters in a pattern strikingly
similar to the specificities uncovered via the B1H system.
In particular, by comparing GFP intensities for a particu-
lar C2H2-ZF paired with either its optimal target or a tar-
get with a single-base substitution from the optimal target
(i.e. row of Figure 5), we observe that base-substitutions in
positions highly specific for the optimal base generally re-
sult in markedly decreased GFP output. Meanwhile, base-
substitutions suggested as tolerable according to the experi-
mentally obtained specificities result in relatively less impact
on GFP output. Further, comparison of the on-target GFP
activity across the various C2H2-ZFs when paired with the
same target (i.e. a column of Figure 5) demonstrates that
we have recovered distinct proteins that each offer a prefer-
ence for their selected target, but with a wide range of affini-
ties. These results underscore the dynamic affinity range of
the B1H selection system, as while activation of the bacte-
rial reporter is based on affinity, a wide range of affinities is
functional. Therefore, we are likely to have recovered pro-
tein sequences in each of our B1H selections that may be
missed by other methods requiring higher levels of affinity.

Distinct groups of C2H2-ZF core sequences can specify each
3bp target

We performed multiple computational analyses to elucidate
patterns in the sets of C2H2-ZFs that prefer each 3bp tar-
get. To begin with, for both the F2 and F3 protein selec-
tion data, we assigned each observed protein sequence to
its most preferred target based on the binding profile of its
core sequence (Supplementary Figure S7). For each 3bp tar-
get, a diverse group of sequences was assigned to it, and
subsequent sequence clustering analysis revealed that for
each 3bp target, multiple distinct strategies are possible for
binding that target. In particular, despite the recognition
sequences having been assigned to targets individually, dis-
tinct groups of similar sequences were observed within each
target and between similar targets (Figure 6). For each core
sequence, on average ∼5% of the other core sequences as-
signed to the same target were identical in three of the four
core sequence positions. A significantly lower percent was
found when looking across unrelated targets (Supplemen-

tary Figure S8). Conversely, highly dissimilar protein se-
quences were also assigned to each of the 3bp targets (Sup-
plementary Figure S9), highlighting that there are diverse
ways with which each DNA target may be specified.

Our set of 166 domains for which experimentally deter-
mined DNA-binding specificities were obtained confirmed
the above-mentioned trends. We observed striking cases
where pairs of core sequences having no amino acids in
common specify the same 3bp target (e.g. Figure 7A). Con-
versely, we observed similar but distinct protein sequences
with binding specificities that differ, with those differences
corresponding well to the divergent core residues (Sup-
plementary Figure S10, box). Thus, we observe notable
complexity in the binding landscape of C2H2-ZFs: C2H2-
ZF domains with completely different sequences can have
highly similar DNA-binding specificities, while fingers with
very similar sequences can diverge in their base preferences.

Within-finger context affects nucleotide-binding preferences
of core amino acid residues

Multiple, simple one-to-one ‘codes’ of C2H2-ZF DNA-
binding specificity have been proposed (6,10,63–64). These
have been based upon contacts found in solved crystal
structures and amino acid-nucleotide pairings inferred from
tested C2H2-ZF–DNA interactions (e.g. Supplementary
Figure S11). While these codes agree in the most impor-
tant one-to-one preferences, such as arginine selecting for
guanine, it was previously noted that they also disagree on
several amino acid-nucleotide pairings (33).

Our set of 166 experimentally determined binding speci-
ficities has also yielded examples of C2H2-ZF domains that
alternately either support or contradict previous codes of
specificity (Figure 7B). We observed that the same amino
acid in a given core position may specify different bases in
the corresponding contacting nucleotide position, depend-
ing on the entire within-finger amino acid context. In some
extreme examples, we observed identical amino acids in a
given core position specifying three or four different bases
at the corresponding nucleotide position (Figure 7C). Ad-
ditionally, consistent with the mutual information analy-
sis (Figure 2D), a within-finger cross-strand contact that
is not part of the original canonical model is a strong de-
terminant of DNA-binding specificity (Supplementary Fig-
ure S12). Together our data give compelling evidence that
amino acids at all core positions have the flexibility to offer
different base preferences depending upon the internal con-
text of the C2H2-ZF domain itself, with all of the residues
within the core positions of the C2H2-ZF domain present-
ing a unique environment that contributes to the full 3bp
preference.

Within-array position can affect a C2H2-ZF’s DNA-binding
specificity, even with a fixed neighboring finger

It has been previously observed that adjacent C2H2-ZFs
within an array may affect one another’s binding specifici-
ties (13,21,27–28,44,65). Indeed, sets of two-finger mod-
ules that take this effect into account have been recently
selected for and designed (28–29,66). However, all current
approaches to modular assembly operate on the principle
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Figure 4. C2H2-ZF domains designed to bind nearly every 3bp target. Experimentally determined (left) and computationally inferred (right) DNA-binding
specificities for 64 designed C2H2-ZF domains, visualized as sequence logos (Supplemental Methods 2c). The amino acid sequence of each tested finger is
given below each pair of logos. Experimental specificities were determined for C2H2-ZFs as F2 of a Zif268-based construct (Supplementary Figure S1).
Specificities were computationally inferred from binding profiles using our lookup procedure.
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Figure 5. C2H2-ZF activity in yeast. C2H2-ZFs chosen from the CAA and ATG selections were expressed as F2 in yeast and challenged to activate
an affinity-related GFP reporter using test binding sites placed at a critical position within the promoter (as described in (17)). (Top) Test C2H2-ZF
sequences, listed to the left of each row, were chosen from the CAA selections and challenged to bind the six 3bp targets noted below each column of the
chart. Alterations to the preferred target (CAA) are noted by bold, red letters. GFP expression for each protein-3bp target combination is normalized to
the expression of the positive control and the data are shown as a heat map. The key denotes normalized GFP expression for protein–DNA interaction as
compared to known affinity measures relative to the positive control Z3EV (Zif268) paired with its optimal target. A comparison of each protein–DNA
interaction to the key provides an approximation of relative affinity. The B1H produced specificity of each zinc finger domain tested as F2 is displayed (as
a sequence logo) to the right of each row. (Bottom) Test C2H2-ZF sequences, listed to the left of each row, were chosen from the ATG (top three rows) and
CTG (bottom row) selections and challenged to bind the six 3bp targets noted below each column of the chart. A heat map of normalized GFP expressions
for each protein-3bp target combination is shown as in the CAA chart above and B1H produced sequence logos are listed to the right of each row.

that array position alone (i.e. within the same inter-finger
context) should not change a zinc finger’s binding poten-
tial. Although this seems like a reasonable assumption, to
our knowledge it has never been interrogated in a system-
atic fashion. Thus our F2 and F3 selections were designed
to uncover how a domain’s position within an array may af-
fect its binding specificity, even when maintaining an iden-
tical neighboring finger (Figure 1A).

For each 3bp target, we compared the C2H2-ZFs recov-
ered in either the F2 or F3 selections and found a signif-
icantly lower degree of overlap than when comparing do-
mains recovered at high or low stringency selections within
the same finger position (Figure 8A and Supplemental
Methods 2b). We further tested this by comparing the bind-

ing profiles of a subset of C2H2-ZFs for which we were most
confident with respect to the results of our selections. This
subset consists of those core sequences recovered in both
finger positions that had similar low and high stringency
binding profiles in each individual positional context. A sur-
prisingly large fraction of this high confidence subset of core
sequences displays starkly differing binding profiles for the
F2 versus F3 finger positions (Supplementary Figure S13);
this is in contrast to the similarity observed between bind-
ing profiles derived from low and high stringencies at the
same finger position (Supplementary Figure S5). This sug-
gests that a C2H2-ZF’s position within a DNA-binding ar-
ray may influence its binding geometry and thus its target
preferences. Based on this subset of F2 and F3 binding pro-
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Figure 6. Common versus specialized solutions for binding similar 3bp targets. We assigned each C2H2-ZF sequence recovered from a set of protein
selections to its most preferred 3bp target (according to the lookup procedure described in the Materials and Methods section) and subsequently clustered
the set of sequences assigned to each 3bp target. Sequence logo representations of the full set of sequences assigned to each of the four similar 3bp targets,
CAC, AAC, GAC and TAC (based on data obtained from the F2 union protein selections) are displayed in large boxes and labeled by the target. Logos
for clusters of similar sequences assigned to a given 3bp target are pointed to by arrows originating from the corresponding boxed logo. Similar clusters
derived from sequences assigned to different targets (shown in the center) suggest ‘common solutions’ for specifying nAC targets. However, ‘specialized
solutions’ to each of the individual targets (grouped near the corresponding boxed logo) are also apparent.

files, we predicted putative binding specificities for each core
sequence in both finger positions via the lookup procedure.
The lowest similarity between F2 and F3 putative binding
specificities is observed at the 5′ base (Supplementary Fig-
ure S14). It is worth noting that, in the case of F3, the 5′
base is at the 5′ edge of the entire 3-fingered binding site
and, in the case of F2, the 5′ base can additionally contact
the adjacent F3 finger according to the canonical binding
model.

Based on the F3 protein selections, we chose 69 C2H2-
ZFs to characterize further by experimentally determin-
ing their DNA-binding specificities when tested as F3 in a
Zif268-based construct with fixed N-terminal fingers (Sup-
plemental Methods 1c and 1d). To compare positional in-
fluence, 26 of these fingers tested in the F3 position had
identical residues in the core positions of their recognition
helices as fingers tested in the F2 position. Predicted speci-
ficities computed using either the F2 or F3 protein selec-

tion data were similar for approximately half of these (Sup-
plementary Figure S15). Experimentally determined DNA-
binding specificities confirmed that 16 core sequences share
similar specificities in both finger positions (Figure 8B, left).
Further, fingers predicted to behave differently in the F2 and
F3 positions (Supplementary Figure S15) show distinct ex-
perimental binding specificities (Figure 8B, right, and Fig-
ure 8C), with either no detectable DNA binding or very
weak nucleotide preferences in one of the two positions.
Overall, our experimental binding specificities for fingers
placed in the F3 position display higher variability per base-
position than experimental specificities for fingers placed in
F2 (Figure 8D), suggesting that the C2H2-ZFs placed in the
F3 position may not be interacting with DNA as tightly as
those placed in the F2 position.

Thus, while many C2H2-ZF domains maintain their
binding specificities across different positional contexts,
some conversely display drastically different binding poten-
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Figure 7. Variation in amino acid-base pairings for C2H2-ZF domain–DNA interactions. (A) All C2H2-ZF domains inferred to prefer CAA (based on
F2 union protein selections) represented in sequence logo format (top). Protein sequences were clustered into distinct groups of similar proteins (middle).
DNA-binding specificities were experimentally determined for a representative protein from each shown cluster, protein sequence noted below (bottom).
(B) A simple code of specificity has been described based on C2H2-ZF selection and structural data (Supplementary Figure S11; (6)). Selected C2H2-ZFs
complement and contradict this code. Each row represents an alpha-helix sequence position and each column a predicted base preference. In each box, the
residue(s) thought to give the desired base preference is noted in the upper left. The sequence of the finger tested as F2 is noted below each logo with the
critical amino acid shown in red. The top sequence of each box is consistent with the simple code. The bottom sequence contradicts the code. The cartoon
to the right highlights the row-specific contact with a red arrow and yellow base. (C) DNA-binding specificities were determined for fingers that offer a
shared amino acid at position 6 of the alpha-helix. Despite the conserved residue, the complementary base (noted with a red arrow) differs depending upon
other residues of the test finger. Asn6, Asp6 and Arg6 examples are shown.

tials, even when a neighboring finger is fixed. This could
complicate attempts to engineer or predict specificities un-
der the widely implemented ‘modular’ paradigm. However,
this is not to say that designing for specificity with C2H2-
ZF proteins is not possible. To the contrary, it is possi-
ble (indeed likely) that future systematic screens of large li-
braries in different positional and neighboring finger con-
texts, in combination with good computational methods to
integrate the data obtained, can lead to zinc fingers with
stronger sequence specificity.

Diverse pools allow selection of C2H2-ZF arrays that specify
challenging targets

We have described C2H2-ZFs able to bind every 3bp target,
many with exceptional specificity. However, as noted above,
position and interaction with neighboring fingers can in-
fluence the 3bp specificity of an individual finger within a
multi-finger array. Therefore, assembly of multiple zinc fin-

gers into a functional array is a more complicated prob-
lem. The common failure of zinc fingers assembled as mod-
ules to activate a reporter drives home this point; that is,
a C2H2-ZF domain with known specificity may exhibit a
range of functionality when placed in new contexts (11,31).
As a result, zinc finger arrays have been more successfully
produced either when neighboring fingers are selected from
pools to find the individual monomers that are most com-
patible with one another (13,21,27,29–30,42,50), or through
selection and design that is based on pairs of zinc fingers
that have been previously selected from pools (28–29,66).
However, any such approach is fundamentally limited by
the size and diversity of the available pools.

To demonstrate the advantage of having a complete set
of pools (one for each 3bp target), most of which offer hun-
dreds to thousands of unique C2H2-ZF domains, we cre-
ated three-fingered array libraries using the diverse pools
as templates. We then selected zinc finger arrays from these
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Figure 8. Positional context in domain–DNA interactions. (A) Weighted fractions of core sequences found in F2 or F3 high stringency selections that are
also found in F2 or F3 low stringency selections (Supplemental Methods 2b). Shown left to right are: F2 high in F2 low, F2 high in F3 low, F3 high in F2
low and F3 high in F3 low. For each of these, weighted fractions are computed for each 3bp target and are depicted as boxplots. (B) The DNA-binding
specificities of 26 core sequences were tested in both the F2 and F3 positions. Each set of three bars along the x-axis represents the 3bp specificity (5′ to 3′)
in both positions for one core sequence. The y-axis represents the difference in the frequency with which a base is observed when comparing the F2 and
F3 specificities of that same core sequence. If the base is more commonly observed in the F2 position, the bar is above the x-axis (base indicated by the
color key, right). If the base is more commonly observed in the F3 position, the bar is below the axis. The closer this difference is to zero, the more similar
the specificities are of the given core sequence in F2 and F3. The first group of core sequences exhibited similar DNA-binding specificities when tested in
F2 and F3. The second group exhibited DNA binding when tested in F2 but either no detectable binding or extremely weak binding when tested in F3.
The third group exhibited DNA binding when tested in F3 but not when tested in F2. (C) Sequence logos of fingers that function in either F2 (top) or F3
(bottom), with no colony growth or weak (as depicted by a star) DNA-binding specificity observed in the other position. (D) For each of the 166 binding
site selections performed in the F2 context and 69 binding site selections performed in the F3 context, we computed the information content (IC) of each
experimentally determined base position. Specifically, for each base position, we compute the Shannon entropy of the distribution of bases to uncover its
variability and subtract this value from the maximum possible value (2 bits) to obtain its IC. For each of these base positions, we depict a side-by-side
boxplot of the distribution of ICs across C2H2-ZF sequences tested in F2 and F3. Shown in each boxplot are the median and the interquartile range, with
whiskers on the top and bottom representing the maximum and minimum data points within 1.5 times the interquartile range. For each position, IC is
significantly lower for F3 binding site selections than for F2 binding site selections (red and blue boxes, respectively) as judged by a Mann–Whitney U-test
(P < 10−8, P < 10−7 and P < .02 for base positions 1, 2 and 3, respectively).
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‘pool-assembled’ libraries to bind six targets that arrays de-
signed via modular assembly had failed to specify according
to two independent projects (11,31). Moreover, four of these
six targets contain at least one 3bp sub-target for which no
other known pool is available, including in the OPEN re-
source (30). From our comprehensive pools, we were able to
select arrays that specifically bind five out of six 9bp targets
(Supplementary Figure S16). Further, we tested the activ-
ity of these fingers outside of the B1H system and demon-
strated that they activate a GFP reporter in yeast, but only
when paired with their respective target sequences. While
zinc finger assembly remains challenging, our deep pools
provide a resource where multiple strategies are available
for binding each 3bp target. In many cases, these pools will
provide at least one solution able to bind a 3bp sub-target in
a desired context, even when that context has proven chal-
lenging for prior methods.

A nearest neighbor extension incorporating within-finger con-
text expands predictive scope of the protein selections

Given the success of our `lookup’ approach for predicting
the experimental specificities of individual zinc fingers se-
lected and tested in the same positional and neighboring
finger contexts, we set out to determine how well the data
generalize to predict DNA-binding specificities of C2H2-
ZF domains with any core sequence (including those not
appearing in our protein selections) and in differing posi-
tional and/or neighboring finger contexts. To make such an
analysis possible, we extended a standard nearest neighbor
approach as described above in the Materials and Methods
section.

To gain baseline knowledge about how well our near-
est neighbor decomposition (NN) approach performs un-
der near-ideal circumstances, we first tested how accurately
it predicts the experimental specificities of the 166 F2 and
69 F3 tested fingers when using the F2 or F3 protein se-
lection data sets, respectively. For each prediction, the clos-
est neighbor (where all amino acids matched in the core se-
quence) was removed from the list of neighbors. While pre-
dictions for individual core sequences differ (Supplemen-
tary Figure S17), in aggregate, >86% of the base positions
within the binding sites were predicted well (Figure 9A).
This is an improvement over our simpler lookup procedure,
where we previously noted ∼83% concordance for fingers
tested as F2. This result demonstrates that our NN ap-
proach performs well within a given positional and neigh-
boring finger context, even in the absence of an exact match
to the core sequence being predicted.

As noted above, we observed significant differences be-
tween selections performed in different positional contexts
(i.e. F2 versus F3 protein and binding site selections). Thus,
as a basic first test of our algorithm’s ability to effectively
generalize the data to different contexts, we examined how
well predictions based on protein selections performed in
one position correspond to experimental specificities ob-
tained from domains tested in the other position. Specifi-
cally, for each domain whose specificity was experimentally
tested in the F2 position, we predicted its specificity using
the F3 protein selection data, and vice versa. As expected,
we observed a drop in performance when compared to pre-

dicting within the same positional context, with ∼71–78%
of base positions within binding sites predicted correctly
(Figure 9A). A corresponding decline in performance was
also observed when considering the fraction of C2H2-ZFs
with well-matching predictions in all three base positions of
the subsite (Figure 9B).

We compared these results to those obtained via predic-
tion of the same fingers’ specificities using other state-of-
the-art C2H2-ZF DNA-binding site predictors including
those based on RFs and SVMs (39,40). We expected our
algorithm to perform favorably in this comparison, as the
experimental specificities were produced with similar neigh-
boring fingers and in the same B1H selection system as the
data used for making predictions, albeit in different finger
positions. Meanwhile, the data used to train the other meth-
ods were obtained across a variety of systems and neigh-
boring finger contexts. Our simple NN method does indeed
outperform the other more sophisticated machine learning
methods according to the fraction of C2H2-ZF domains for
which all three base positions are predicted correctly (Sup-
plementary Figure S18 and Supplemental Methods 2e). It
is also worth noting that, regardless of whether predicting
within or across positional contexts, NN generally outper-
forms our simpler lookup approach (Supplementary Figure
S19). This indicates that observing the trends across multi-
ple binding profiles of similar core sequences is more effec-
tive than simply looking at the binding profile of a single
core sequence of interest.

Finally, we compared NN’s performance to the perfor-
mances of the other methods in predicting binding sites for
a set of naturally occurring C2H2-ZF proteins whose se-
quences were not used for training any of these three pre-
dictors. We observe that the performance of our simple
NN approach is similar to that of the other more sophis-
ticated methods. Agreement between aligned experimental
and predicted PWMs is significant at the P = 0.05 level for
∼60% of these proteins using any of the three methods. At a
more rigorous statistical threshold of P = 0.01, our method
reports the highest percent of proteins that have statistically
significant alignments (∼46%) among the three methods
(Supplementary Figure S20A and Supplemental Methods
2d and 2e). Furthermore, about half of the proteins tested
have at least 60% of their PWM columns predicted correctly
by all three of the prediction methods (Supplementary Fig-
ure S20B). These results show that the DNA-binding be-
haviors observed in our large-scale synthetic C2H2-ZF pro-
tein selection screens apply quite well to naturally occur-
ring C2H2-ZF proteins. In fact, the volume of quality data
produced by our screens has allowed even a simple near-
est neighbor method to perform comparably to models that
are based on more statistically rigorous machine learning
techniques but rely on less data. Thus, further development
of within-finger context-dependent predictive approaches
based upon our data holds great promise for yielding even
better predictions.

DISCUSSION

We screened large randomized C2H2-ZF libraries with the
B1H system to recover vast pools of C2H2-ZFs capable of
binding each of the 64 possible 3bp targets in two differ-
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Figure 9. Performance of the nearest neighbor decomposition (NN) approach within and across positional contexts. Accuracy of predictions using nearest
neighbor decomposition based upon either F2 or F3 protein selection data (training sets) when predicting the specificities of C2H2-ZFs experimentally
tested in either the F2 or F3 positions (test sets). (A) Fraction of correctly predicted per-nucleotide base preferences, as judged by a Pearson correlation
coefficient > = 0.5. (B) The fraction of predicted 3bp binding specificities that have 0, 1, 2 or 3 base preferences correctly predicted. For both (A) and (B),
shown left to right are performances in predicting DNA-binding specificities tested as: F2 when nearest neighbor uses F2 union protein selection data; F2
when nearest neighbor uses F3 union protein selection data; F3 when nearest neighbor uses F3 union protein selection data; and F3 when nearest neighbor
uses F2 union protein selection data.

ent positional contexts. One clear advantage of using large
synthetic zinc finger libraries in a systematic screen of tar-
gets is that it enables the concurrent characterization of pu-
tative binding specificities for thousands of C2H2-ZF do-
mains in a relatively small number of experiments. Using
this approach, we have generated the largest collection of
distinct C2H2-ZF protein–DNA interfaces to date. Com-
putational analyses of the entirety of these data confirm
the importance of the four canonical positions within the
C2H2-ZF domain in determining DNA-binding specificity,
and yet also provide strong evidence for the role of an al-
ternate predicted (54) amino acid-nucleotide contact (Fig-
ures 1A and 2D) that is not currently included in the widely
accepted binding model. Further, we show that data aris-
ing from these synthetic screens have great value in predict-
ing the binding specificities of naturally occurring C2H2-
ZF domains, as even a simple nearest neighbor approach
performs comparably to other more sophisticated state-of-
the-art C2H2-ZF DNA-binding specificity prediction algo-
rithms.

While C2H2-ZF protein selections have been performed
in the past, they have typically focused on a small number of
targets at a time and many of these studies predate the era
of deep sequencing (13–14,21–22,27,30,42,44,46,67). As a
result, those approaches recovered a relatively small num-
ber of domains for each target that are likely biased toward
the very highest affinity solutions and not necessarily the
most specific solutions. In fact, in this work, we often ob-

serve an apparent balance between affinity and specificity.
By taking a comprehensive approach and using deep se-
quencing, we were able to compute the binding profiles for
all C2H2-ZFs observed in our protein selections and lever-
age these profiles to infer their DNA-binding specificities.
Independent DNA-binding site selections within the B1H
system confirm the overall accuracy of our inferred DNA-
binding specificities for 235 domains (166 in F2 and 69 in
F3). Further, we show that specificities derived via the B1H
system correspond well to the affinity-related activation of a
GFP reporter in a yeast-based system. In the future, we ex-
pect that more approaches for uncovering proteins with de-
sired DNA-binding specificities will do so through exhaus-
tive sampling across all possible targets, as we have done
here.

Our protein selections uncovered many C2H2-ZF do-
mains that have similar DNA-binding specificities despite
having dissimilar core residues. These multiple, distinct so-
lutions to specify a target may be especially useful in engi-
neering C2H2-ZF proteins with desired specificities, as the
binding specificity of each finger may be influenced or al-
tered by the inter-finger context provided by neighboring
C2H2-ZFs within the same array. We were able to take ad-
vantage of our deep, diverse pools to enable selection of
three-fingered C2H2-ZF ‘solutions’ for binding 9bp DNA
sequences that arrays generated by modular assembly had
previously failed to target. Interestingly, in each example,
the solution found by our selection used an amino acid at
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a core position that could not be coded in previous pools
that utilized a VNS coding scheme (Supplementary Fig-
ure S16, red letters). These selections demonstrate that, be-
yond significantly increasing the number of 3bp targets for
which zinc finger pools are available, the size and diversity
of our pools provide solutions that have been overlooked
by less comprehensive approaches. Further large-scale se-
lections with alternate neighboring fingers may yield other
solutions that were not functional in the selection context
utilized here. Comparison of such selections for each 3bp
target may guide us toward a set of ‘universal’ C2H2-ZFs
whose specificities are maintained across various contexts.

The number of distinct C2H2-ZFs observed in our data
far exceeds those found in any single genome, and indeed
89% of the core sequences binding DNA in the combined
F2+F3 data are not present in the human genome. As
many C2H2-ZFs undergo positive selection in their DNA-
binding positions (68), the large set of C2H2-ZFs recovered
in our screens may provide numerous evolutionary trajec-
tories that maintain DNA-binding function, with a subset
additionally maintaining or only gradually changing DNA-
binding specificities.

Conversely, our data have high coverage of natural C2H2-
ZFs: for example, ∼25% of human C2H2-ZFs are identical
in their core sequence positions to at least one finger in our
combined F2+F3 protein selection data, and ∼95% share at
least three of the four amino acids in the core sequence. This
current level of coverage enables predictions for most nat-
ural proteins via nearest neighbor decomposition, but also
has implications regarding the fraction of natural C2H2-
ZFs that are likely to bind DNA. In particular, some natu-
ral and engineered C2H2-ZFs bind protein or RNA instead
of (or in addition to) DNA (69–71), and the ∼5% of hu-
man C2H2-ZFs that are not similar to any core sequence
in our data set are the best candidates for such functional-
ity. Further, in most cases, a single amino acid substitution
in a DNA-binding position will not abolish DNA-binding
activity, and thus it is likely that most human C2H2-ZF do-
mains can bind DNA, though with varying levels of affinity
and specificity.

In conclusion, our systematic and integrated analysis of
synthetic protein selections to bind an exhaustive range of
DNA targets lays a foundation for a ‘bottom-up’ approach
to exploring DNA-binding specificity for an important reg-
ulatory domain––one that has proven difficult to experi-
mentally characterize using state-of-the-art methods. Here
we have focused on a single neighboring-finger context at
high resolution, but we expect that future approaches will
extend our blueprint, allowing for comparative analyses of
systematic selections across a variety of contexts. We believe
that such efforts will significantly increase our understand-
ing of protein–DNA interactions for the C2H2-ZF domain,
thereby facilitating the construction of more complete tran-
scriptional regulatory networks and enabling the design of
proteins that can specify any DNA-binding site––even those
sites that could not be targeted by alternate methodology.
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